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It has been empirica ly observed that. in some industries
product users are the mo>t frequent sources of product innovations while, in other industries, product manufacturers are. I
hypothesize that such differences are c;Lused by differences in
the ability of these two “funAonal*’ categories of innovators to
appropriate innovation benefit. 1 expkbre this hypothesis by
examining the real-world effectiveness of mechanisms (such AS
patents and lead time) u ;ed for the appropriation of innovation
benefit and the dependence of this effi:ctiveness on the fun<tional relationship betu :en innovator and innovation.

1. Introduction
Empirical studies of the functional
locus of
innovation, the v triable modeled in this paper and
first studied by Peck [I] categorize innovators in
terms of the fur;ct ;onuI relationship via which they
derive benefit from the innovations
they create.
Thus, if one is studying a sample of process machinery innovators, those who use the innovative
machinery
in production
would be grouped
in
terms of that functional relationship into a ‘“user”
categolar, irmovators
who benefit economically
from manufacturing
the process machinery
innovations grouped into a “manufacturer”
category, etc.
The functional locus of innovation has proven
very useful in innovation
resa:arch because it is
reliably lneasurable and becau!se it often displays
very strong differences between samples examined.
Thus. uve see from table 1 that Berger IS] and
* The research reported on in this paqer was supported by the
National Science Foundation under Grant no. PM 7”-07830.
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Boyden [6] find that 100% of their sampies of,
respectively,
engineering polymer iurbv;;fiax
and
polymer additive innovations
were developed by
manufacturers
of these. In sharp contrast. Lionetta
[7] and von Hippej [9] find users to bc the developers of 55% ;;zd 58% respectively of the samples of
process machinery innovation5 whose antecedents
they investigated.
The striking differences empirically observed in
the functional locus of innovation are doubtless :I
function of several variables. In this paper, however, I explore the hypothesis that such differences
can be effectively modeled in terms of one variable:
only: the different abilities of would-be innovators
holdirq different functional relationships to a given
innovat,on
to appropriate
benefit from that inI hypothesize
that
novation. ’ More specifically,
the functional
locus of innovat.lon can be effectively modeled in terms of applropriability
of innovation benefit if and as three conditions hold ill
the real world, namely, would-be innovators: (‘I)
ure wt able to capture benefit from non-embodied
knowledge characterizing
their innovations: (2) ui*e
able to capture
benefit from output-embodied
knowledge relating to their innovations;
and (.3)
differ significantly
in their uhility to capture lxnefit from output-embodied
innovation
Jtnowledge. In the following sections of this paper 1
identify and explore the real-world effectiveness cL)f
mechanisms
available to innoifators for the appropriation
of inno*/ation benef’it, and provide a1
initial empirical test of the proposed model.
’ Readers interested

in a more general c,iscussion of approprlahility of innovation benefit may wish to refer to key papcrh
by Arrow [ 10). Nelson [ 1 I], and Pakes and Schankerman [ 12 .
in addition to the pioneering paper bi/ Peck [I].
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Attrthtitiora of an innovation to a user or manuf.xturer
“developer” is determined by which of these first hu~lds ,md utlhres the
Innovation in conforrrI&ncq with his economic function. Thus. attribution to a user bourcc I\ made if ti user builds and u\l’s an
innovation before a manufacturer huii& a!?4 wlls 3 commercial version. And conver+,
atttlbuticbn to a manufacturer acburce I\
made if a rnanufacturr r builds and sells a co,iimercia! :‘ersliill (8: .;n !~lrlcx~:\tion before a u\c‘r bu.lds .rnd we% ;I hcmc-m de \crslon.
NA data excluded frofn percentage.
Attributed to indepentlent inventors/inven.ion
development companies.
Attributed to joint user-manufacturer
innovation projects.

2. The ability

to predict the functional

locus of

innovation as a function of the appropriability
innovation-related

of

benefit

The economic benefits which an innovator might
obtain from his irlnovation can be segregated into
tw’o mutually exclusive and jointly cxhLiustive catc8. *rit3; f[i ) btz:lltZfi! frV?l “output-embodied”
knowledge and (2) benefit from non-embodied
knowledge. Benefit from output-embodied
knowledge is
obtaineld by an innovator via in-house use of his
innovaCon in his product and/or process z,nd the
consequent embodiment of its value in the output
of his firm. Benelit from non-embodied knoc\rledge
is >bt.ained by an innovator
from the Sal,: or

licensing of non-embodied
knowledge regarding
his innovation to others. 1.~1 us consider whether
we would logically expect to be able to predict the
functional locus of innovation
i.e. the functiontil
relationship
of innovator to innovai;tW
under
each (8 two extreme cases regarding the ability of
:\n inno\ ator to capture benefit from bib innov&
‘,ion;
Case 1 Total ability to capture benefit from output-embodied
knowledge and total ability
to Gapture benefit
from non-embodied
knowledge.
Case 2 Total ability to capture btbnefit from output-embodied knowledge but IIO 0~ only an
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imperfect ability to capture
non-embodied
knowledge.
2. I.

benefit

from

Predrctio w

ianocatron

under

If we assume that an innovator has
costlessly enforceable property ri
novatiotP, i.e. if, without cost to himself. he can
totally contra1 its diffuston and c
from innovatron users, manufacturers,

indifference to them. then the benefits capturable
by an innsvz tar would be the same
relationship to the innovation at issue. Thus, under case I conditions
we can make no prediction
regarding the functional locus .>f innovation
on the basis of rrpd
t y of benefit considerations.
enforcement of property rights would
a ll o w any innwator to set the fees charged to each
innovation beneficiary, and each class of beneficiaries. so as to attain the maximum return. The
role which thz innovator himself happens to pIa:
with regard to the innovation
- user. manufacturer, etc. _. does not influence his fee-setting
decision bcce.usc he is eyually able to capturl:
innovation
returns from his own cbrnpdny and
other comparies. This being so. he ha?; no
concc3trate
5:nefits in his own comprrn:v
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novation can be
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ch qe

locus of innob ation.
‘Supp~w,

embodying
that knowledge in the output of his
firm; and (2) the innovator has no OF only a very
imperfect ability to capture benefit from diffusing
non-embodied
information
regarding his innovation to others. Faced with this situation. the economically rational firm, s 3eking to maximize its
joint retwn from output-t:r ibodied knowledge ant?
non-embodied
knowledge, A*ould wish to move tc
a greater reliance on embo.iying its knowledge in
output. /f firms differ in t’leir ahihtb* to embed!
innovation
knowledge in t‘leir output, they will
also clearly differ in their ability to benefit from a
given innovation
and therefore in their economically rational willingness to invest the resources
required to innovate. This, in turn. will allow us to
predict the functional
locus of innovation
when
and if the differences
in ability to appropriate
benefit from output-embodied
innc,vati(:n knowledge arr large enough tc 1 be obser*+le
under
real-world conditions.
Whether or not and to what degree each of
these conditions; does in fact accurately descrli:e
the real world ib an empirical matter which I ~111
take
up in the following sectIons 01 this paper. A
simple example of the predictive power regarding
the locus of innovation
which we wi!l acquire
where these conditions do hold, however, can be
seen in the fo&*wing: Given case 2 c:onditions an
independent
inventor is much less likely to invent
than are would-be innovators
with other functional relationships
PO the innovation opportunitv.
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tnnovdtor has temporary monopoly power over the
innovation information embodied in his output
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an independent inventor has on& non-embodied knowledge to sell.

3. Real-world ability of innovators to appropriate
benefit from non-embodied innovation knowledge
In section2 it was concluded that, if we were to
be able to model the functional locus of innovation as a function of tile appropriabilit>, of innovation benefit, innoval.Drs should root be able to
effectively capture b:nefit from the licensing or
sale of non-embodied
knowledge regarding their
innovation
to others. Only two benefit capture
mechanisms currently exist in the United States
which allow innovators the possibility of capturing
benefit from non-embndied
innovation
knowledge: (1) patent legislation (federal) allows an
innovator to charge others for using freely available information published in his patent; and (2)
trade secret legislation (state) allows an innovator
to license knowledge to a user(s) and put the
recipient under the legal duty of maintaining the
secrecy of that information
so that it Gll not
become a free gocd on the marketplace. (Both of
these mechanisms can also be used to capture
benefit from ourput-embodied
innovation knowledge. and we explore their effectiveness
in this
regard in section 4.2 below.)
.J.1. Puterzt Iegishtion as u methunism for cqtwing
hertefit .from non-embodied innovutiorl knob\ledge

A patent grants an inventor the right to exclude
others from the use of his invention for a limited
period. In return for the right to exclude not only
those who copy the invention but also those who
independently discover the :;ame thing, the inventor must disclose the invention to the public at the
time of the palent’s issue. This disclosure, contained in the patent itself, must be sufficiently
detailed so that those “ordinarily
skilled in the
art” may copy ,~nd utilize the invention after the
patent’s expirarion, While considerable
information exists on the number of patents acquired by
variou,s firms and industries over time and on the
various correlations between such “patent rates”,
firn, size, R& D expenditures,
and Gmilar variables. very little information
exists on the realworld effect of a patent grant on an inventor‘s
ability to gain benefit from the nl:)n-embodied

/ Innovorion

benefit

knowledge characterizing
his invention [13). I review the available empirical data below.
Evidence of a patent system’s effectiveness as a
mechanism
for allowing the capture of benefit
from non-embodied
innovation knowledge and/or
benefit from output-embodied
innovation knowledge can be seen in its influence on an innovator’s
willingness to Invest in research and development,
while evidence of its effectiveness in allowing benefit capture from non-embodied
knowledge on&
can be seen via data on license agreements and
related payments. A recent study by Taylor and
Silbertson [ 141 provides both types of evidence. a
Evidence regarding the efftct of patent protection
on an innovator’s willingness to invest in R&D
was obtained via a questionnaire (“Form B”) which
asked: “Approximately
what proportion
of your
R&D in recent years would not have been carried
out if you had not been able to patent any resulting discoveries?” [ lb]. The data derived from this
question are shown in table 2. Note that 24 of the
32 returns indicate that only 5% or less of recent
R & D expenditures
would not have been undertaken if patent protection had not been available

1171.
A direct measure of the ability to capture henefit from non-embodied
innovation knowledge afforded to innovators by patents ma> be obtained
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data provided by Taylor and Si!ber<ton’s “main
sample” of 30 firms will be folmd summarized in
table 3.
Taken together, tables 2 and 3 suggest that,
except in the pharmaceutical
field cfor particular
reasons noted in footnote 9 below). firms do not
find the qatent grant to be of signifjcant benefit.’

as follows:

“very

14; “not very Important”.

important’,

8;

15 [22]. While,

neither the question nor the coding categories

used are <Iear on uhat interviewers or interviewees meant

b!,

ue find the results suggestijfe in light of the
“lmporta~t”,
Taylor ar d Sllherston data: 409 of a samFIle of inte~ie~~~ees
from companies selected because they patent a great dea’ felt
that patents are *‘not very important to their companies”.
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Table 3

Relationshipof

1968 patent expenditures

to 1968 patent-related

receipts in Taylor and Sillberston “main sample” of thirty companie<

I141
Industry

Chemicals
- Pharmaceuticals
- Other finished
and speciality
- Basic

1
1968 UK license
and royalty
receipts a
f (million)

2
1968 UK patenting and licensing
expenditures b
f million)

3
1968 R&D
expenditures
UK’
E

in

4
1968 hcense receipts
as % of R&D
expenditures plus
patenting
hcensing expenditure,
(cols. 1 -12-t 31,

5
1968 license
receipts
as % of 1968
UK

--

1

note d

3.7

NA

7.1

NA

6

0.2
2.4

NA
NA

10.1
3.3

NA

0.04
1

Total chemicals

6.3

0.99

20.5

29

1.1

Mechanical
engineering
Man-made fibers
Electrical engineering

1.4
0.7
2.3

0.37
0.65

7.3
7.6
50.5

IX
9
4

0.4
0.2
0.3

Except as noted in a-d below, data in all columns wzre derived from the same set of compclnies. N.B. that Taylor and Silberston have
nor logged patent and R&D expenditures data relatve to receipt data on licensing, royalty, and sales. All table 2 data are for 196X.
Source: Taylor and Silberston. table 8.7, p. 164. (T&S riote that data from oil companies in sample and “one large electrical” group
are excluded from table 8.7.)
Jounce: Taylor ard Silberston, table 6.4, p. 109. (‘r&S note that data from oil companies are excluded flom table 6.4.)
Source: Taylor and Silberston, table 8.1, col. 2. p. !O@.I have excluded oil company data from basic chemical category to make thts
data base more compatitir: with table 6.4. T&S offer more aggregated R&D expenditure data in table 6.4, whose magnitudes deviate
from those shown in table 8.1 by 20-408. These discrepancies are unexplained. but our uses of that data are not sensitive to
corrections of this magnitude.
Source: Taylor and Silberston, table 8. i, col. 4. p. 145.

This finding has emerged in the face of three study
elements which would tend to raise the level of
benefit shown: (1) the authors noted in their discussion of sample selection (see footnote 4 outlinin;< the study methodology) that firms which did
net feel that patents significantly affected them
tended to ldecline to join the study sample; (2) the
authors noted that, “to avoid understating
the
impacts of patents”, they chose to “err or-1the high
side” [ 181 in their acquisition of data for table 1;
( 3) the authors also noted that the license agreemtints which resulted in the costs and beneft;s
shown jr1 table 2 involved the transfer of and payment for valuable unpatented “know-how” in addition to the transfer of information protected by
patents and that “this may result in some overstatement of t’he true payment for patent licenses
themselves”. Not:, however, that some understatement of real benefits may also be present because
remissions of any non-monetary
benefits (e,g.

cross-licensing) are omitted from iable 2 [23].
Another study whose data can be used to assess

the possible benefits from non-embociied knowledge that corporations reap through licensing of
their patents was conducted by Wilson [24] who
reports data on royalty payments submitted by
some U.S. corporations to the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission in 197 1 on Form WK. ”
’ In 197 I firms wre required to report royalty payments Ii they
were “material“ with the prectse interpretation of that term
being left up to individual firms. Focusing on the Fortu:w
listing of the IO00 largest manufacturing
corporations
tn
1971; Wilson found that 5 18 had considered their royalty
receipts “material” enough to report to the SEC. Since he
was interested only in royalty payments for “technology
licenses”, he used various means to detect and winnow from
the sample firms which reported royalty payments for such
things as trademarks, copyrights, and mineral rights [25]. T’te
end result of this process was a sample of 350 royalty figure?
for 1971 which Wilson felt were largely or er,tirely paymer.ts
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Table 4
Wilson and Taylor- Silherston royalty pa>meat data compared

I qdustry

Wilson (24)

-

T+llxr

(1971 US data)

anti Sllherkton

-

[ 131

(1368 ti;K data)

% of US sales

-- Royalties paid _

-Royal tieb paid

“industrial
activltj”

by firms in

us Q of firm

as % of firm

sample ”

197 1 sales *’

1968 sales *

Chemicals

Chemicals

-

Industrial

76.4

0.244

0.042

- Basic

-

Drug

72.8

0.745

0.635

-

5 1.4

0.034

J.044

- Other finished and speciality

Machinery

40.2

0.05 1

0.255

Mechanical

Electrical

40.5

0.13

0.182

Eleclrical

- Other

“ Source: Wilson [;4. table 12, p. 1691. Note that the data presented here are computed
rrot his larger sample comprwd
’

Sour1.e:

engineering

engineering

-_____wmple of 350 roya Ly reports.

of the.* reports plus estimzted data.

[ 141. t,tble 8.7. col. 3. p. 164. <ales data fr In table 8. I,

Royalty ;ind license fee expenditures data from Taylor and Sllher\tnn

col. 4. p. 145. (Ptwochenucals

from Wllwn’s

Pharmaceutrcals

have been removed from the b.wc chemical\

categoq

of table X.1 to make this category compatble

with thtz equivalent categor! of table 8.7.)

The reader will find Wilson’s data for the SIC
categories
app;irently
most similar to the “industrial activity classes” examined b_t Taylor and
Silberston compared in table 4.
Even though derived from a different source
and country. the Wilson data have magnitudes
quite similar to the Taylor and Silberston data.
While unfol tunateiy the table 4 data are for rcyalty
payments rather than receipts (the Wilson data
providing infor-mation on payments only), it is
likely that the bulk of technical agreements would
be between firms iri the same indust r: . ’ If so, it
would follow that the low magnitude of royalty
paymenas in the Wilson data implies, that royalty

-

-I_-

____

for “technlcdl qqeements”.
whrch \.rewmahly

_

.-

-

__

-_-__-_--

a term he dtw

not define,

but

includes both patent and tschmcJl know-

how-rttlilted payments. The responseb of thew 350 firms ue~t*
then agg~egu~ed ,mder appropriate

“2 and 3 thglt SIC’ CC&~”

f AWIgiven) and .hsplu\ed m tdbular form. (‘~llson used the
;50 repws

of corporate royally

pl ‘ments to develop elII-

mates of ~ cv~ alt~ paymrnt(; to all mcmbcw
he

studled.

and

then

compared

these

Industry-!avel data on corporate R&D
by the National

inapproprlate

estimates

As I find

Wilson’s

for our purposes here. I

use only the direct company report dh ta he provides.
‘This

point is nwer

ashumrd in Ta!lnr
m-depth

explicitly

and Silberston

in that source.
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” In 1961 the Commisswner of Patents reps rtt:d the cost of An
average patent application
$ I.000

to $2.500.

prosecuted by a corporation to be

and the cost of a single qplication

ecuted by an attorney for an individual

examintad. hut is apparent&

studies of Phdrmaceutrcals.

E’wtronics

with

expenditures collected

Science Foundation.

estimating procedure\

.bf the Indu\trw\

receipts would also be found low in the industries
sampled. This would be in line with the Taylor
and Silberston
data indicating
that the benefit
captured by innovators from the sale of non-embodied knowledge is indeed low in most industries.
The slim data base I have just reviewed indicates that, in industry aggregate terms., innovators
do not capture much benefit from the sale of
non-embodied
innovation knowledge via the patent
mechanism. Are these data congruent with “tests
If reason” which one can apply to the matter? Let
us explore. First, does it make economic sense that
firms would take out patents if these do not, on
average, yield much economic benefit? The answer
is yes - because the cost of applying for patents is
also low. The cost of the average patent applicntion prosecuted by a corporation is on the order of
$5.000 today. ’ (Even this small cost is often not
very visible to corporate personnel deciding on a
patent application
“purchase”
because it is typically subsumed within the overall cost I.>foperatirlg
a corporate patent Jepartment.)

[ 14! St,c rspwallv

the

Basic Chemicals.

and

own recent convrrsatmns

pros-

to he $680 1261. My

with several corporate patent attor-

ne>\ yielded an estimate that the “averagt pAtent application
prosecuted by a corporation” currently costs &.>nthe order of
$5.000.
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Second, what do we know about the nature of
the patent grant and of the real-world worhings of
the patent office and the courts? And, is it reasonable in the light of what is known .C axlude
that the patent grant is likely tc offer little benefit
to its holder? Consider t&L<Liiowing three points.
(1) h is important
to note that a patent, if
valid. gives a patentee the right to exclude others
from using his, invention, hut it does rrot give him
the right to use it himself if such a use would
infringe the patents of others. For example,
Fairchild has a patent on the so-called planar
process, an important process invent on used in
the manu:factlLire of integrated circuits. If firm B
invents and patents an improvement on that process, it may not use its improvement
invention
without licensing the planar process from Fairchild
at+ Fairchild may not use the improvement
either
w: !fiout licensing it from firm B. Thus, in rapidly
Jcv4oping technologies where many patents have
bee.1 issued and have not yet expired, it is likely
thal any new patent cannot be exercised without
infringing the claims of numerous other extant
pat!:nts. Given this eventuality, the benefit of a
par icular patent to an inventor would very probably be diminished because he might be prevented
from using his own invention or he might be
fort ed to cross-license competitors holding related
pat :nts in order to practice his invention.
(2; The patent system places the burden on the
patl:rltee of detecting an infringer and suing for
redrtcss. Such suits are notoriously long and expensivc: and both defendants and plaintiffs tend to
avcid them assiduously. For the defendant
the
best outcome in recompense for all his time and
expense is judicial sanction to continue this alleged
inf -Ingement, while the worst outcome would invoice the payment of possibly considerable penaltie:. Fcr the plaintiff the likelihood that a court
will hold a patent valid and infringed - as opy- . - ,’ :; i;;-,-r;‘~t-j 3 :J / or not infringed - is on the
orucr CAone to three [27]. If a patentee has licensees already signed up for a patent at issue, he has
a high incentive to avoid litigation: If he loses, and
the odds are that he will, he loses payments from
all licensees, not just the potential payments from
the particular infringer sued,
(3) The patznt grant covers a particular means
cpf achieving al given end but not the end itself,
even ii the en& and perhaps the market it identifies
are also r~o.:rJ. A would-be imitator can “invent

/ Innovutron

benefit

around” a patent if he can invent a means not
specified in the original inventor’s patent. In the
instance of the Pcllaroid and Xerography processes
and a few other notable cases, determined competitors cculd not, in fact, invent around the means
patented by the inventor. In most instances and in
most fields, however, inventing around is relatively
easy because there are many known means by
which one might achieve an effect equivalent to
the patented one, given the incentive to do so.
Where inventing around is possible, the practical
effect is to make the upper bound value of an
inventor’s patent grant equal to the estimated cost
to a potential licensee of such inventing around.
Taken in combination,
the observations
made
above may be applied to provide a very reasonable
explanation
for the relatively low benefit from
non-embodied
knowledge which we have found
innovators in most fields obtaining via the patent
grant. ’ Thus, in sum, we see via both data and test

‘As

an example, consider the application of thebe ohsema-

tions to the value of patents obtained in the field of semiconductor electronics.
The semiconductor field is currently

a kery fast-mtbving one

in which many unexpired patents exist which address closely
related huhject matter.

The

possible consequence -

con-

firmed as actual by corporate patent attorneys for several US
senGconductor firms

whom

I interviewed -- is that many

pat tntees are unable to use their own invention5 without
liktlihood

of infringing

the

the patents of others. Since patents

challenged in court are unlikely to be held valid. *he result of
the high likelihood

of infringement

accompan mg use of

one’s ow.~ patented - or unpatented
paralysis of the field. Rather,
simply

ignore the possibility

infringing

t instance5

that their activitir.,

might be

the patents of others. The

and Silberston’s
field termed

“a

- technc logy is not

will in mo

firms

result is what Taylor

interviewees in the electronic components

. ungle”. and what one of my Interviewees

termed a “Mexrcan Standoff”.

Firtn

A’s corporate patent

department will v:ait to be notified by attorneys from firm B
that it is suspected that A‘s

activitieh are infringing

B’h

patents. Since possibly germane patents and their assoctatrd
claims are so iIIIimerous. it is in

prilCtiCL’

USUilll>

Impossible

for firm ,I - or firm B - to evaluate firm B’s c*liumhon their
merits.

Firm

A therefore

responds -

,mi

defensikc value of patents in the industry

this is the true
- b? sending ftrm

B copies of “a pound or two” of its pos,srble germane patent.*
with

the suggestion that, while

infringing

it is quite !L’-c :: is nc’t

B, its examination shows that B is in fact probably

infl*inging A. The usual result is cross-licensing with a modest fee possibly being paid by one side or the other. Who
pays, it is important
by the cnntendrrs‘

to note, is determined at least as much
relative willingness

to pii.\ to avoid the

expense and bother of it court fight a.4 it IS by the merits ~>f
the particular case.

IO?

of reason that ,:he patent grant does not effectively
enable innovattJrs to capture benefit from non-embodied innovation knowledge in moit fields.
3.2. Trude secret legislation
fr

hem fit

capturing

fwil

as a meclwrtisn~

norr-enrhodwd

f&r

innocuticm

how/edge

Trade secrets, like patents. can be used to capture benefit
from
non-embodied
innovation
--

_I-...-----_-

.-.-

.--

_-

---

- - --

lhs.

in the semiconductor field. except for a ver! few
patent packages which have been litigated. which have bw-~
held valid. and which most fnms Ii&me without protc~r
notably the Bell transistor patents and the Fairchild planar
process patents - the pdtent grant is worth ver\ little to
inventors whc obtam II. Indeed. the one value suggested to
US

-

defense against the infringement

suits of others

-

suggests that pe-haps the true net value of the patent wt~rn

industrv is negatwe because It
require* all I.> assume the overhead burden of defensate
to firms in the semiconductcr
patenting.
In sharp contrast to the sttuation psrtainmg

In most c ther

industries andi the electronics field in particular.

the p..tcnt

grant seems to confer significant benefit to 1090vators in 1. c
pharmaceutic*l..! field, as indrc~ed
and Wilson

data

dtscussions with
pharmaceutical

corporate

patent

firms brought

unusually “strong”

3 and 4. My

attornqs

NT

working

for

out IW,) iikel> reasons:

patents are ohtamable

field. of which pharmaceuticals
difficult

by the I’avlor-Silberston

discussed m tables

(I)

In the chemical

is a part. and (2) II IS often

to “invent around” a phsrmaceutlcal

patent. Phar-

maceutical paients can be unusually strong bec.wse one ma)

patent an actual molecule found to ha\t* useful mcdicdl
properties and its analogs (in contrast to only the ~UFVOTJ~J~
means to a given end rn other f.elds). Ont- need not make
each analog claimed, but can simply refer IO lists of recognized functional equivalcntc for each compolrent of the molecule at Issue. For example, if a molecuk
component part%, one pdent
IO recognlL< 1 lunctional
Obviously.

by

11~s

applicubon

h.lk ten impwant
might churn A’ plw

eqiiivalerr*b .,I

.:’ ;,:r i~ih

PA!.

means an inventor may t.lalm mrllicln\ t)f

specific molecuII:s without actualI> having 11,stnthe*izc more
than II few. FLrthcrmore.

dcmon\trrrtlt~n

Ihat ,my tlf the

an;tltbgs ho clamrcd does not &splay the nwdlc;rl propcrlw
clu!rnrd JCWSnc)Linvalidate the patent.
Ph;crmsceutical patents are difficult
call\e

the mc.t;rnlsms

to ‘*In\ WI around”

Iw-

h> w hlch pharm2.c CIJIIC;LI\ achlc\t’

tht-lr medical ef Ductsare usually rot well LIllderstood. Thus.
wotlld-be imitatcjrs do ncbrgain much insight by examming, a
competitor’s

patented molecule proven to pf,oduce a dcslred

medical effort. E Iquent
the pharmaceutical

lestlmon!

to thlh f;ii:t is pro\iJeJ

ing great numbers of molecules .,nd “SC e:mng”
pcGhle

I>y

industry’s research pracllice of synthesslLthc\e

for

r.ledic’;tl ;~c‘t~\~it~rather rhm s>nt5:$,tLlng only a fcti

molecules predir,tecl to have a givtan acti~rt*c. The knowledge
requ,red for such predictlon IS seldom avail;lble today.

knowledge. (As noted earlier. their effectiveness in
capturing
bencfi; from output-embodied
inno\*ation knowlc&gL will be explored 111 section 4.2
below.) Trac:e secreth, also sometimes
termed
“know-how”.
typically refer to inventions and,%
knowledge
which can be kept secret even ufter
development
is completed and commercial exploitation begun. The possessor of a trade secret has
an indefinite period of exclusive use of his invention or discovery. Trade secret legislation allows
him to keep the information
entirely secret or to
make legally binding contracts with othiers in which
the secret is revealed in exchange for a fee or other
consideration
and a commitment to keep the infctrmation secret. A trade secret possessor may take
legal steps to prevent its cse by others if they can
be shown to have discovered the secret through
unfair and dishonest means such as theft or breaizh
of a contract promising to keep it secret.
A legally protectable
monopoly
of indefinite
dktiration would appear to make trade secrecy a
ver\’ >sir :ctive mechanism for capturing innovation h :r~fit. It is, however, an option only for
innobr;itions which can in fact be kept secret since
the holder of a trade secret cannot exc:lude anyone
whrp independently
discovers it or who legally
acu LA
1rt’s the secret bv such means a:~ accidental
di:c!,>sure or “reverse - engineering”.
In practice,
tr,jrir
secrets have proven to be effecti\:e only with
regard to product innovations incorporating
various technological
barriers to analysis. or with regard to process innovations which can be hidden
from public view.
There are, in the first instance, certain innovAtic,ns embodied in products which, while sold in
the open market and thus available for detailtbd
irlspc ction by would-be imitators, manage nevertheleGs to defy analysis for sonic tc!chnological
rt’asc n and which cannot
therefore be reverse engincc red. C’omplex chemical formulaaions
sometime: fall into this category. the cl;lssic case being
the f yrmula for Coca-C’ola. Such barrit#rs to anlrl:ri3i.r n XXInot be inherent in the product -- they can
somt times be added on by design. Thus, some
eject] onic products
gain some protection
from
anal) 3i$ via use of i; packaging method (“potting”)
and jsckaging materials which cannot easily be
remo:ed without destroyi g the propril:tary circuit
cont;lned withnn [28]. Met:lods for protecting trade
secre: s embodied in products accessible to comperitors leed not be foolproclf to be effective - they

E. two Hlppel /

simply h we to raise enough of a barrier in a given
c*ase to create an unattractive cost benefit equation
for would-be imitators in that case.
In th: second instance, process innovations such
,IS i,~ovcl cataly:<ts or process equipment can be
;)rotected efiectlvely as trade secrets. whether or
by a
not they could be “reverse engineered”
would-be imitator allowed to examine them, simply because they can be exploited commercially
while shielded from such examination behind factory walls.
Few empirical data exist on the information
protected as trade secrets: There is no central
registry for such material analogous to the U.S.
Patent Office, and even those trade secrets which
are revealed to others to obtain benefits from
non embodied innovation knowledge, the subset
of interest to us here, are contained
in private
contracts which do not usually appear on any
public record unless litigated [29]. While some
examples exis. of major benefits from non-embodied knowlrrdge being reaped by innovators via
licensing of trade secrets (301, I argue that the
typical effectiveness of this mechanism is severely
limited for two reasons. First. the mechanism is
clearly not applicable to product or process innovations which are not commercially exploitable
while concealed behind factory walls and which
are amenable to reverse engineering if accessible to
inspection by imitators - and these considerations
:~pply to man’y industries ,jnd many innovations.
5econd. a trade secret licenser can only gain redress under trade secret legislation if he can document the specific illegal act which diffused his
innovation to unlicensed parties. A licenser finds
such specificity difficult to achieve if he seeks to
license non-embodied
knowledge to many licensees.

4. Real-world appropriabilit,y of benefit from output-embwiied innovation knowledge

In the previous section we found that an innovator’s ability
to appropriate
benefit
from
non-embodied
knrwledge
;s low in most industries. If this i,\ so, then significant economic
reward. if any’, !::ll\t. come primarily from the
innovator’s ;ibiIity to approprialte benefit from
output-embodied
kn.luledge. The logical necessity
of this concl_tsion is clear - the two categories of

Innovation

her;efit

economic benefit are mutually exchuive and jointly
exhaustive.
The ability of an innovator or innovating firm
to capture benefit from output-embodied
innovation knowledge derives from its ahiliy to establish
a quasi-monopoly
position with respec: to that
innovation,
I propose that two “levels” of quasimonopoly are germane: ( 1) quasi-monopoly
which
an i;!novation affords to the entire industry of
which the innovator is a member, and a portion of
which the innovator derives in accordance to his
which an innova“size”: and (2) quasi-monopoly
tion affords to the single innovating firm relative
to other members of his industry. The ability to
capture benefit from output-embodied
innovation
knowledge which these two levels of quasi-monopoly afford to firms is additive. I examine each, and
the mechanisms by which each is achieved. While
related empirical data are also explored in this
section, -I have found it to be so sparse on the
issues addressed that the findings can best be seen
as suggestive. Research approaches discussed. on
the other hand, offer useful models for the additional empirical work required.

I define an industry as made up .>f all firms
making products which are close sutstitutes
(i.e.
have high cross-elasticity of demand). Firms in an
industry may share in an industrywi.Ic
Iuasi-monopoly if significant barriers exist which deter free
entry to the industry by additional firms. Examples of such barriers to industry entry are specialized facilities, specialized production
skills. and
specitilized sales forces, which are required for
functioning
effectively in an indusrry. which are
possessed by firms already in that industry, but
which must be acquired by potential new entrants.
Barriers to industry entry by NW firms are
common but difficult to measure. C onsider, a.4 an
example, the barriers which face a f .rm whicll is a
member of an industry characteriz:d
by a given
functional relationship
to an innoaation (e.g. an
industry which uses semiconductor
process equipment to make semiconductors)
and which wishes
to join an industry characterized
by another functional relationship to that innovation (e.g. the indust ry which manufactures semiconductor
proces ;

equipment ). ‘” These Wo types of firms are really
in very different businesses. Each has a great deal
of know-how, organizational arrangements. and
capital equipment which is quite specialized to
build its existing products and to serve its existing
customer base Thus, the semiconductor manufacturer has a sales force which specializes in serving
semiconductor buyers This force would be entirely inappropriate for selling semiconductor process equipment : the customers are different. the
sales techniques are different (samples of semiconductor devices can be given out as a selling technique, but not samples of semiconductor process
equipment), and the specialized knowledge which
the salesman must have is completely different {a
salesman with an electrical engineering background can help customers with problems in
selecting and using semiconductor devices; a background in solid state physics would be considerably more appropriate for a salesm&m trying to sell
the semiconductor process equipment used to grow
the ultrapure single silicon crystals used in semiconductor device manufacture).
If the sales. organiTati?nal. ;rnd production infrastructure
which L company uses to serve one
functional role relationship to a given innovation
cannot effectively be used in the service of a
different functional relationship, then it follo\b*s
that a firm wisihing to change such relationships
must also set up a new infrastructure
appropriate
to this new role. Further. since the costs of th:
infrastructures
of competitors
alre:ady having the
role relationships the innovator wishes to acquire
are typically allocated across many products (e.g. a
“line” of process equipment or a “line” of semiconductor devices), the would-be new entrant muqt
develop/adopt,,‘buy
a similar line of product !a~
sell if he wishes to blz economically
competitive.
I” Note that fern,., holding ‘Jtflerent functron4
a given mnovut~on arc Indeed in Affcrent

“mduslry” clrrd

ing to the defml ion of

it I\ inqwlunk lib oi,r 9lodel tt&
hct-vcen these
for example,

~ ~-c t u s t r ~ c s .

for an

hrr4rme a product u4t.r

product

to

and th.rt
CXI%I

If II ue+e easy.
tnanufac urcr

to

I a monlent’% nottLe shoulcl such d

course of actlorr Seetn o promise
capture

~ ~ C W N J +.

barfIer*~ to cntrv

‘J’his I S s o b e c w s r

II Ix~vatlon

relatlon\,llp\

industnes accord-

an increased abilrty

to

beneCit frnm iht innovation, we would onl: Se able

lo predict thf: functioral

All these requirements,
I suggest, represent signif’icant barriers to industry entry. ”
Where significant barriers to industry entry d o
exist. an innovation
made by one member of the
industy
can establish an industry-level
quasi-mc.>nopoly with respect to that innovation
which in
turn can allow the industry as a whole to increase
its rate of profit and/or volume of sales and thm
reap benefit
from output-embodied
innovation
knowledge. As an example, consider an innovation
in plastics molding machinery made by a producer
of a commodity
plastic such as polyethylene.
Assumt the innovation
allows molders of plastic
items to significantly
decrease their production
costs. Further assume, as is realistic, that machillery innovation
itself cannot be protected effectively via patent or other means by the innovator
and that the machine works equally well using
polyethylene
manufacrured
by any supplier of
such. Under these circumstances
adoption of the
innovation by molders might well increase demand
for polyethylene
more rapidly than supply could
respond (it takes many years to build a new pol:yethylene plant) and the profits of all polyethylene
developer and
producers
- molding innovation
other producers alike - would then rise in proportion to their market share for polyethylene.
The assumptions
embedded in the above machine innovation example - that the innovator ~XG
no ability to control or benefit from the diffusion
of Jon-embodied
knowledge regarding his innovatioll, and that the innovation benefit is instant])
distributed
to all competitors currently in the indu$try (i.e. increased profits on polyethylene
are
afforded
to the innovating
and lion-innovating
polyethylene
producers
simultaneously)
- are
equivalent
to assuming the innovation
to be i.i
privately financed collective good. This beirlg tile
cast’. the argument
developed by Mancur Olson in
his 7%~~Logrc qf Colf~ctive Acticw (3 I] can 1~
rrppiied to predict that the firm with the most to
gain from the innovation Is the one mc.)st likely to

locus of Innovation in a weak sense.

” It 14 Important lo note. houeber. that barrier? 10 entr! to :I
net+
mdu$try (barriers IO adding a new functiona! role urtf!

lo a given inn b’atlor,) may be considerably rrduclxl
if ;I firm doec nc~ wan I ) make a full-scale entry into LI niti*
rt3pwt

industry
wpply

but simply
its

own

u dnts to vertically

needs

Thus,

inte&rate and

if a semiconcluctor

otf!b.

procc~~~

i.e. “ihe developtzr of Y I,movation will hec,oq,rea ust.r” rathlzr

machIne user wishes tip build a few units of an inno~allcr

than able to make the stronger statement that “the developer
of .V innovation will bc a firr,l and o- Indlv:dudl u htt*h

process machine

current15 is LLmtmber OI the user LWTI~UIII~~“.

equipment

force.

an

for

external
In order

in-house

fiel,i

use, it doe\

service

to <pread

force.

not

nor

need a s11c~

..l flli:

the cost of these.
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provide it to the group. (Firms holding any functional refationship to a given innovation are group
members in Olson’s sense if their relationship allows thern the possibility of deriving output-cmbodied benefit from the innovation. The yualitative nature of the output in which the innovation
benel,‘it i:, embodied will differ, of course, in accordance with the functional role relationship of group
member to innovation. For example, if the process
equipment at issue is a plastics molding machine
capable r>f making parts more cheaply, an equipment manufacturer’s
benefit is embodied in sales
molding machine; a plastic
of the innovative
supplier’s benefit is embodied in increased sales of
plastic molding material.)
When and if industry-level quasi-monopolies
do
indeed provide significant beneiits to would-be
innovators. we should be able to observe empirically a concentration
of innovations among what
Olson terms the “larger” group members (quasimonopoly participants). A? the moment the only
study I arn aware of which offers an empirical
research model that could test this hypothesis is by
von Hippel [32]. ‘* The study focuses on semicon-

ductor pl OLC~~maci;in~ry inno\ dttons dt aer;$pt,d
by firms that use much 0xxhincrv rn the manu!z :ture of sil;Lon-based semicc, lductors an4 contains
data on the market share ranking of Innovating
user firms r3 in the year in which their sampled
process machinery innovations were first used for
commercial production
of silicon-based semiconductors. This market share data can serve as an
approximate
measure of the relative amount of
t benefit from output-embodied
innovation knowledge potentially appropriable
by members of the
sampled group of innov‘tting user firms if we
assume, as previously noted. that an innovation,
once made by any one group member, becomes a
collective good instantly p-ovided to all memners
of that group. (Given thi:. assumption,
it is reasonable to conclude that the pre-innovation
market
shares of all group rnznbzrs whose outputs embody the innovation benefit will remain constant
post-innovation.
And if this is so,;we may usefully
approximate group member size by a group member’s market share of silicon-based semiconductors
at the time of the innovation‘s
first commercial
use.)
Note from table5 that, four out of the five

” The method by which market share data were acquired in the

innovating user firms identified are ranked among
the largest eight firms in terms of share of market
in the year of first commercial use of their innovation(s). ” This is the result we would expect if cl
significant industry-level quasi-monopoly, existed
and Olson’s hypothesis were correct. 1 emphasize.

study is fairly straightforward and is summarized in the notes
‘10 table 5. The method by which the sample of process
:nachinery innovations was selected involved, first, selecting
;I subset of all process steps involved in each type of manufacture of silicon-based semiconductors. (Process steps and
innoiatinns
studied are explicity identified in von Hippel
[33]. table 1.) For each process step selected, the process
machinery (if any) used in the initial commercial practice of
that step was identified and included in the sample. Next, all
subsequent improvements to process machmery for each step
which offered a major improvement in functional utility to
the user of such machinery (judged relative to previous best
practice used in commercial manufacture)
were identified
and addl:d to the sample. Finally an exhaustive list of process
machinery innovations which offered any increment 111functional utility to the user was collected for one randomly
selected process step and these made up a sample of minor
improvement innovations. All nrocess equipment innovations in the sample were successful in the sense of receiving
widespn:ad use in their respective industries and becoming a
commercially viable industrial good manufactured for commercial sa1.a by dt lea\t one (and usually several) process
equipment ‘irm<.
The “sotJrcC,*’of each sampled innovation was determined via
literature SIarches and interviews with user and manufacturer persol nel. An innov~,tion “source” was the firm which
developI:d ; nd buil: lb‘c’first unit tf equipment embodying
the inns vatian whic.h u .I*,u\ed to produce commercially sold
semiconducrors.
Innc\,;lt.,-na found to hdve ;f user SW,I~C~
were w&d 3s shown in :.,:~lr 5.

however, that the results of this silrgle study can
only be seen as suggestive as it does not address

reasonable alternative explanations cor the finding
(for example, it offers no information on the direction of causality involved in the observed correla”

Only fums with a use ntlatitjnship to the sampled innovations are included in this itudy. Would-be innovators bearing
other functional relation ihips to those innovations such ;~s
semiconductor
nrachiner! manufacturers,
while also clearlP
in a position to gain benefit from output-emh&ied
innclv,rtion knowledge and thus group members m Olson’s SCIIW .
are excluded. This exclusion has no practical consequence
here since. for reasons analogous to those spelled out m
section 5 for the pultrusion industry study, it is quite certain
that the “largest” group members with respect to this innovation sample are innovation users.
I4 Firm coded NA in table 5 were IIO~smaller firms than those
specifically identified’ rather, in these instances, several major
firms r-roved on the innovation so rapidly that I was unable
accurately to determine retrospectively which of the> 1 haJ
priority.
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Flrht inncxatmg

Numhcr

user firm

equipment

wmmerclal

innovations a

of process equip-

of pr~~fws

D.lte

Fairchild

use

ment innovation ’

--

--

of fir\!

Initial

major

minor

I

I

3

-1959

20

1960

27

47

68

146

50

20’7

1966 (3)
IBM

2

Western E:lectnc

I

1

I

50
50

3.700

1967

53

5.300

3.5

I
:

1961

5

3.700

26

27

1970

Motorola

43

1965
1956

I

NA

34

1965

1960
Hughes

-

2x

47

7.000

UA

NA
291i

53

I

-’ Data from von HipFel 133) and see text.
h Share o‘ market rankings are denwd

h> converbion of Tllton 1341 data (p. 66. trthle 4--S) on percent c)f semlcnncfuctor

attrihut rhle lo maJor firms into rankings (shipments data include in-house

and government

sales).

Firms

shipments

vbith the \amtt hhipmcznt

percent in given year are all given rhe same rank. Tilton’s share of market data a>nly covers the years 1957. l9(50. 196.7. anA 1966. For
innovatIons whose date of first commercial use (col. I) falls bctueen these vears. data on the nearest of the \e:drs examineA bv Tilton
are tlseb. C’onvrrsion of SOM tanking< into $ shipments uas effected via us,0 of Tilton’s data on tc>kal armiconductor
90. t&II!

shipments

(p.

4--7).

’ IBM has. smce 1962. been a major producer
available: t.3 delermme

IBM’s

of sAcon

semiconductors

market share ranhings. lndustg

conservatively amonr the lop five producers for those kears

for

In-howe

“guesstimates”

USC’ onI>.

of IBM’s

r;inklng

and thuh “Aipmcnts”

ddt:r are not

In 1965 and 1967 place thitt

firm

.

’ Tilton. lx 52, table 4- I.
’ Data from annual reports of parena cckmpame\. FaIrchild

W;I\ acquired

h> F;clrihlld

C‘amcr,r and In\trurnt’nt

III 19.54. ,II~L! thcrcfcvc

sales figures of the parent companv dre shown.

secrets (also termed

know-how)
and “response
time” - when we exclude from consideration those
comparative
adlranfages one firm may have oI*er
another which, while they may aid an innovator.
are really innovation-independent
and may equalI?,
serve an imitator (e.g. a relativzly favorable positlon with regard to finance!,. mineral rights.
marketing channels. firm reputation. etc.). We will
discuss each of flex
three extant mef:hanisrnh
nisms b;, which an innovating firm might hope to
establish a quasi-monopoly
with respect to all
other firms, both current compeGtors and those
rurrentl‘i outside the industry, and thus bz in a
position to capture benefit fro:m output-embodied
innovation knowledge via increases in profit rates
an(i /or sales volume. 1 suggth,,! [hat there are on14
three such mechanisms
extant - patents, trade

below.

As noted in section 3.1, a patzni grants an
inventor the right to exclude otkers from using his
invention
for a limited periocl in exchange for
public disclosure of that invention. Patent legislatiorl requires that this public disolosJre be made at
the time of the patent’s issue and be in sufficient
detail so that others “ordinarily skilled in the art”

E.

t’011

flrppel /

may readily imitate the invention,
presumably
Lt.,;” the patlent’s expiration. The result of the
pgb]ic disl;]osure
is that interested imitators have
XSP,S to the invention and must be constrained by
I~w. rather than by lack of knowledge. from using
it - ;f the inventor is to be able to use the pateni
grant as a mechanism for maintaining a quasi-monopoly a.rld garnering benefit from output-embodied innovation know!edge via his own exploitation of the invention. But, as we have seen previously. the law offers little effective protection
to
pL\tent holders. The burden of finding any infringement is, on the patentee - no mean task. particufrt4vd [f the infringement does not involve a product sold on the open market but rather a process
or machinery invention which an infringer may
e.uploit and benefit from in the privacy of his
factory. Moreover, the bur len of prosecuting the
infringer also falls oln the patentee. Such prosecutions are notoriously long and expensive and studie; of court recordls [27] have shown that the
likelihood of a patent being held valid and infrmged are on the order of three to one against the
p;ltent hcrlder. Thus, the same evidence that led me
to conclude earlier that the patent grant was not
an effective mechanism for the capture of benefit
from non-embodied
innovation
knowledge also
lea;is me to conclude that the patent grant is not
;irl effective mechanism
for the capture of benefit
from output-embodied
innovation knowlege.
Trade secrets, a second possible means for the
e ;tablishment of innovation-based
quasi-monopolies at the level of the firm, refer to innovations
which can rJe kept secret after development
is
completed zzd commercial exploitation begun. As
wa:; explained in section 3.2, secrecy ca.11be maintaincd during commercial exploitation
either because (I ) the innovation c,alnnot be “reverse engineered” and imitated even though alrrailable to
inspection by would&c imitators skilled in the
relevant analytical !oo!s (the formula for Coca-Cola
is the classic example of such) or (2) the innovation. while :3usceptible to reverse engineering
if
opened to the inspection of would-be imitators,
can be E4en from such inspection by some means
kg. process equipment developed by users and
shielded within their own firms). As was noted
earlier. essentially no hard data exist on the effectiveness with which irmc;)vations kept as trade
secrets allow firms to establish firm-level quasimonopolies and capture benefit frorn output-em-

lnnotwtron

benefit

bouied inno\sation knowledge. 1 am aware of two
types of anecdotal data, however, which suggest
that trade secrets can sometimes be a very effective
benefit capture mechanism. First, many whom I
have interviewed
in corporations
feel that the
mechsnism is very effective’for innovations which
can in fact be kept secret. (Logically, it is likely
that the trade secret mechanism will be more
effective in allowing the capture of benefit from
output-embodied
innovation
knowledge than in
allowing the capture of benefit from non-embodied innovation
knowledge, as the latter use
requires diffusion of the secret beyond the confines of the innovator’s factory while the former
does not.) Second, in some industries
Bne can
observe that firms incur significant expense to
insure that outsiders do not get the ch.ince to
inspect their production
equipment and/or
techniques - implying that these firms do regard the
knowledge protected
as having significant
economic value. ” Clearly. more research into the
effectiveness of trade secrets would be valtable.
The third mechanism noted above is one I term
“response time”. I define it as the period a.1 imitator requires to bring an imitative product to market
or to bring an imitative process to commercial
usefulness when he has full and free access to any
germane trade secrets or patented knowledge in
the possession of the innovator.
Resporse
time
exists simply because many barriers in addition to
lack of knowledge must be overcome in <Jrder to
bring any product or process - even a? imitative
one - to commercial reality. Engineer‘ng tooling
must be designed,
materials
and components
ordered,
manufacturing
plants
made
ready,
marketing plans developed,
etc. During the response time period an innovator by definition has
a monopoly and is in a position to capture benefit
from output-embodied
innovation knowledge by
increasing his rate of profit and/or
his market
share.

” Interestingly. there is a wide variatkjn in the amount of effort
firms exert to prevent inspection of their process trade
secrets. In some firms and industries access is denied even to
repairmen wishing to repair standard equipment located near
proprietary equipment. In other firms and industries I have
oascrved a willingness 10 allow free i:.spection of proprietary
equipment and even a \billingness EOencourage its commercial manufacture and bale hy others [JO]. Such objectivel!
codable differences in behavior rn;lv prove useful as or,:
research measure of the economic value of trade secrets.

In principle. if an imitator became a&are of ilil
innovator’s protected knowledge at the moment he
developed
it there would be no response time
protection
for the innovator:
both innovator and
imitator could proceed with commercialization
activities in t Andem. Response time is an important
innovation benefit capture mechanism in reality.
however, because would-be imitators seldom become aware of an innovator’s knowledge at the
moment he develops i ;. Typically. in fact. an imitator only becomes aware of a promising new
product when that product is introduced
to the
marketplace.
FJntil that point the innovator
has
been able 10 protect his product from the eyes of
interested c*ompeti*L>rsinside his factory. After that
point. if the product is easily reverse engineered
and has n3 patent protection
only the response
time mechanism
can provide
him with some
quasi-monopoly
protection from imitators.
The real world value of response time to
innovators is suggest4 by the elaborate lengths to
which innovators sometimes go to hide their neu
product pl.rns prior to marketplace introduction
rend the sametimes equally elaborate affects of
would-be imitators to ferret these plans out. As in
the case elf trade secrets. however. little formal
research exists on the value of response time - and
what there is of it addresses ‘“lead time” rather
than respclnse time ” Data from the one study I
am aware of which touches on the correlation
between t ne commercial
succesh of a sample of
industrial products and lead time, Project Sappho
[36]. indicate that the effect of lead time - and its
response Cme component
- may sometimes be
easily disccarnable. however. If so. these could be
empiricall:, studied via retrospective measures such
as relative commercial success of samples of “firstto-market“
and “secOnd-to-nla.rket”
functionally
equivalent
nroduc t pairs (the measure used by
Sappl10).
.
” “Ltbad tmle” IS coulmonly dc ‘,ncd ;I\ Ihc perrcki 31,lrtlng
%ht’tl rn I lflovator tntrllduccs cl new llroduct to 11~ nldrhct
crnd ccdmlg u hen ,hc fir%t “me-toti,” product IS rntrc)duccd b>
a competiror.
innov;itior.

Lead time may he cau!,ed by any of the three

benefit

capture

mechanisms

paper or hv numerous other facrors.

Thus.

presented

in this

an innovatal

ma>

seek 1~ prlzlong his lead time beyond tne penc>d .rffordl.d l-q
rcspollse time bv denving would-be imitators access to rek\‘,ln. in )vp-how or ?att’nts and
such 1s ;K opting pricing stratqies
tation [.Tj].

or

I , t J~IIU~ c)thrr clean\
dc gned to forestall lrnl

The value of response (and lead timts) to ivouldbe innovators can be reasoned to be a function of
L*arious situation-specific
factors. One such f;ictor
is the length of response time divided t J* length of
customer purchas: decision cycle. A high value of
this factor favors the innovator
over imitators.
Consider one extreme example: a consumer “fad”
item (very short purchase decision time) which
~11s m high volume for six months only. Assume
that the item can be readily imitated - but can
only be produced economically
by mass-production tooling
requiring six months to build. Obviously. response time here allows the innovator to
monopolize
the entire market if he can supply it
with his initial tooling. At another extreme is an
expensive
capital equipment
innovation
which
customers
typically take two years to decide to
buy, Gdget for, etc. - and which competitors can
imitate in one year. Obviously. response time in
this instance affords an innovator little protection.
A second situation-specific
factor involves the
learning curve: the more units produced during
the response time period and the steeper the learning curve. the greater the production
cost advantage an innokrator can accrue relati;*e to potential imitators. A third factor is the size and “indivisibility” of production
plant investment an innovation requires relative to market size. For example, if DuPont uses response time to invest in a
special-purpose
plant for the production rjf Teflon
which is large enough to supply anq fc)reseeable
market expansion for several years ahead, incentives to imitate are considerably reduced.

5. Differences
to

appropriate

in the ability of would-be innovntors
benefit

from

innovation-related

knowledge

In section 2 I concluded that it uould he pc,ssible in theory to model the functional IWUS of
innovation
in terms of the approprlability
ot‘ innovation benefit if would-be innot’atrlrs: c 1) LII’CJ
henefit from non-embodied
t~oi able t’: capture
knowledge;
(2) we able to capture benefit from
output-embodied
knowledge
arising from their
output-embodied
innovations;
and (3) differ sigpificantly in their ability to capture benefit frc)m
their output-embodied
innovation
knowledge. In
section 3 I concluded
that the two mechanisms
which an innovator might use to capture benefit

I IO

from non-embodied
knowledge (namely, patent!<
and trade secl-et legislationj are relatively ineffective, that would-be innlovators in most industries
are rherefore riot able to capture benefit from
non ;liiit-,OJiG3 knowledgl* dli4.i that model conditiorl ,I w;s thus satisfied. ln section 4 I concluded
that. modcll condition 2 was satisfied on logical
grounds: since would-be innovators can only appropriate economic benefit from their innovations
by selling non-embodied
knowledge and/or
output-embod led knowledge. and since the former
cannot be clone effectively in most industries, most
innovators vmst appropriate economic benefit from
output-embodied
knowledge if they appropriate
such benefit at all. In this section I proceed to a
consideration of the third condition which must be
met if the functional l0cu.s of innovation is to be
predicted in terms of the appropriability
of innovation benefit - presence of a significant difference in the uhilir~* of would-be innovators having different functional relationships to a given
category of innovation
t’o capture benefit from
output-embodied
innovation knowledge.
Clearly, a difference in the ability of would-be
innovators to capture benefit from output-embodied innovation knowledge must be substantiai
if one is to be able to predict the functional locus
of innovation in terms of this single variable. I will
begin this section by describing a study which
“proves-by-examplle”
- that the differences of the
required magnitude can exist in the real world and
then will offer some tentative generalizations
regartling characteristics
of industries likely to be
as-xiated
with the presmce of such major differences.

In the portion of the study of interest here. ”
Lionetta studied the machinery used in the pultrusic>n process from the invention of that process in
the early 1950s to 1977. He identified all successful
process machine innovations
which offered the
machine ur*.er “a major increment in functional
utility at tl;e time of its introduction when judged
relative tc, best practice extant at that time”.
Lionetta nl.:xt sought to determine the “source” of
each such innovation via a careful search of contemporaneous
literature and by interviews with
user and manufacturer
personnel who were involved in or found to have knowledge of the
innovation work. In some instances he found the
innovalcion involved the development
of equipment unique to pultrusion. In other instdnccs the
innovation
involved a first application of equipment used in other industrial processes t(* the
pul trusion process. If we define the knovating
firm as the firm which built the first unit of
equipment
embodying
the (original or adopted)
process machinery innovation which was used in
commercial
pultrukon
production.
we find that
eight of the nine major process machinery
improvemen t innovations samples identified were developed by machinery users and only one t.y a
machinery manufacturer
140). Iv
pultrusiot

- _
--_.-___ .--. .-_ _.
_
I process involves pulling reinforcing material, usu-

ally fiberglass, simultaneously
into

a tltnk containn,s

from a number of supply rolls

:I liauid

thermoset

polyester The strands of reinforcement

resin such as

material emerge from

the tank thoroughly wetted with resin and thLn pass through
“preforming

tooling” which aligns and compacts them into

the delired cross-section. The compacted bunrlle of glass and
liquid reGn is then pulled through a heated die where the
resin is cured and finally

to a saw which cuts the continu-

5.1. Differences in the ahi!icv to cupture benefit from

nusly fcrmrd product irrt., sections of the desired length. The

output-ernbot!ied innot’ation knowledge:

entirr. pultrurion process is performed

the example

from start to finish on

a single integrated machine. While the economic importance
of this plastic fabrication process is still relatively small (only

The proof-by-example
t:hat innovators holding
different functional relationships to the same set
of innovations can diffe;, substantially
in their
ability to capture innovaltion benefit draws heavily
on a 1977 study by Lionetta 1381of innovation in a
pias tics fabrication
technology
called “pultruSian,“. ”

$60 million worth of “p\lltrusions”

were produced in 1976).

its use 11:~;grown 111a real *lnnual rate of 15-20%

from 1967

to 1977. and some experts rank it second only to Injection
molding

in terms of ultimate

production of fiber-reinforced

economic importance

m the

plastics [37].

Ix When a portion of Lionetta’s studv results were seen to he
germane to the issues addressed in this paper, Lionetta was
kind enough to join with the author in carefully cross-checking and

updating

the relevant

subset. As a result,

data

presented here sometimes differ from the data presented in
’ ’ Currer~tij;

limited to the mar ufacture of fiber-reinforced
of constant cri’ss-sectIon. the pultrusion prcjcss is
wsd IO fabricate such product , ah the fiberglass-reinforc.cd
p()J uted by makers of flbe:Fglah, fishing rods. In essence. Ihe

prdud+

the 1977 study.
” This innovative machinery

manufacturer,

Goldsworthy

En-

gineering, Inc.. Torrence. Calif.. was affiliated with a user of
pultrusion

machinery at tilas;rusions,

Inc.. Torrance.

Cal,;..

III

In aMlion
to determining the locus of process
machken
innovation in pultruslon
Lionetta examinec t-he economics and structure of the US
pultrusion machine user and pultrusion mat. :ne
hLilder co,nmunities.
He found approximately
40
firms L.sillig pultruders in 1976. producing an aggregate of $60 million worth of pultruded product,
at an average price of $1.70 per pound and an
average before tax profit of 12% This product was
produced
on approximately
150 pultrusion
machines. ” each producing on the order of 200,000
pounds of pultrusions
annuali?.
Approximately
120 of tht:se machines were found to have been
“home-built”
by :he firms using them and only 30
to have been built by the only commercial builder,
Goldsworthy
Engineering, Inc. Pultrusion machine
user firms were not able to supply useful (data on
the actual costs of the machines they had built
oker the yI:drs since they had often been built and
rebuilt ud iw by production engineers. However,
Lknetta was able to estimate on the basis of aat;
:tvklable
on some recently
built machines
of
“‘zverage” capacity (a machine capable of pultruding product. with a cross-section of 6 by 7 inches)
that a “home-built” machine of this capacity would
have had ,I direct cost of $SO.OOO-60,000 in 1977,
\chile company price lists show that an equivitlent
machine from the sole commercial builder would
have had a purchase
price of approximately
S95.000 at that time. Actual sales of commercially
built pult:-uders were reported by the manufacturer to total four machines at an average price of
$35,000 in the years prior to 1967 and 26 machines
at approximately
$105,000”
each in the period
from 196’;’ to 1977. Sales, therefore, of commercially produced pultrusion equipment in the 1967.77 period were on the order of !1;270,000 per year.

CZ’The difference between the $95,000 1st price for a commtrr.lat ryurtdenf
in

the

1~x1

01’ an average home-built

and Goldsworthy’s

averagt

machine

J U ~I

IS Ihe
the order

inclusion of an cptionat RF curing ur-it tost~ng o n
of $15.000 in man\: of the units sold l-1 <iold~w~~rrh>
presenl on home-bull1 machines.

n~ld

sales price

hut

ma

The manufacturer
reported sales during this period
to be relatively flat despite the annual real increase
in annual output of pultruded product a\-reraging
15 -20%.
Lionetta’s data c‘an be used to construct a tcht
of reason which strongly supports the proposition
that one functional category of would-be innovators (in this instance, the users of process machinery in the pultrusion industry) have a much greater
ability to appropriate
benefit from output-embodied innovation
knowledgs related to their innovations than do th jse hi ving other functional
relationships
to the mnovarion (in this instance,
process machinery manufacturers).
Recalling the mechanisms
for the capture of
benefit from output-embodied
innc)vation knowledge discussed previously. consider first the relatit’e ability of pultrusion machinery manufacturers
and user.4 to capture be!clefit from such knowledge
via the establishment
of firm-level yuasi-monopolies. The two mechanisins fvhich UC:found likely to
be effecti\:
in the establishment of such monopolies were rc<ponse time and trade secret\ (knowho\v). In the instance of pultrusion
machinery
process inntbvations it is clear that only user inqo\fators c;~n hope to retain control ,-lf their innoksation related know-how much beyond the point
at fvhich commercial use begin*<. Thi.~ is so because
pultrusion
process machinery innt>\ ations can be
retterse engineered if inspzctea_l by uould-be imitators skilled III the art. And, while 211 innovating
machine user can exploit the inno\*.:tion commercially while keeping it lhidden from .such inspection
behind his factory walls, an inncja!;ting machine
builder must make :h c inn3 ativt: quipmen t available to the inspection of potential purchasers if he
is to reap output-embodied
benejir from it. This in
turn opens the way to imitation delayed onI) h)>,
the response time of woultl-be Imitators.
Two categories
of trad: secret are germwe tc‘l
the process machineq
innova.til.>rrs being ccnsidtrade
secrets
bearing on the use of
cred here
innovative equipment and trade sl;:crets bearing 01~
its manufacture.
For reasons at’ ;tIOgou tc, those:
~pAkd
oLlt in the previc us pawGraph,
1 cr)nJudt:
that only users are in a position: to benefit from
trade secrets regarding the use of innovative equipment. because only users can exploit these ccmnlercially while keeping them secrtlt from vvroulcf-bc
imitators.
111 contrast
and aga: II for ;~n:~lc)g6~u:z
reasons, 1 conclude that both mai:hine builder and

machine user have a similar capacity to keep trade
secrets regarding the manufacture
of innovative
equipment, and that both the single extant pultrusic,n eyuipment manufacturer and the larger users
have similar incentive
to develop such, as both
build pultrusion equipment on approximately
the
same scale.
Consider next the relative ability of pultrusion
machinery manufacturers
and users to capture
benefit from output-embodied
innovation knowledge via the establishment of industry-level quasiBarriers to entry, the mechanism
monopolies.
which allows the establishment of an industry-level
quasi-monopoly. presumably provide some protection against new entrants to both machine huildcrs
and machine
users ir- the pultrusion
field.
Lionetta’s data show, however. that the machine
builder apparently is unable to appropriate benefit
from output-embodied
innovation knowledge as a
result of these barriers because as noted earlier,
users, although they do not enter the commercial
machine business, have proven themselves capable
of building machines to satisfy their in-house needs
at a cost at or below a machine builder’s sales
price for similar machines -- presumably because
the user does not incur selling expenses as the
machine builder must. And in the pultruA~n industry the machine manufacturer
does not make
significantly more machines tha I the largest users
- and thus cannot offset these extra costs via
Ccc?nomy of scale savings.
In t‘rjntrast, it is very likely t*lat machine users
car rl .jropriate benefit from output-embodied
inri.o\ ,mn knowledge via increased profits and/or
sales as a consequence of i l l1 nnovation-rc’li~tt‘rl
industry-level quasi-monopoly.
This is so hcc;~sc
process machinery innovations in pultrusion typically allow the pultrusion indu:<try to enter new
m;u-kets at the expcnsc of corrlycting matcrial~
such as aluminum bv making it Jossiblc tc~ m;mufacture new shapes iia this method. Thus, hollow
product tooling, one cJf the ir novations \+*ho,4c
antecedents were examined by _.ionctta, cnabicd
pultrusion to be usCd 10 ~ll3tlUI‘ilCtUrC
shapes
elf
hollow as well as solid cross-section. Similarly, the
development of improved “pulling” mechanisms,
:11so examined by Lionetta. made it possible to
y.Jtrt!de shapes of larger cross-sectional area than
had been possible previousi>,.
Accordingly
we may conclude
that process
machmery users in the pultrusion industry have a

In the pultrusicln indusrr!
machinery users and process

machine ?; rnanufac-

::

11s

sllift

E. von Hlppel

user to manufacturer
over time in the
i\:stalrxe of razor blade sharpening machinery since
tile nlarket for such specialized machines has hem
small in the past and will presumably remain SO.
ABthou:gh my own research to date on this
variable has focused on the costs and benefits of
certalin categories of process machinery innovation, other categories of .innov:.ttion look equally
promising, and I would encourage investigation
into many such. As noted earlier, Berger [5] and
Boyden [6] have, for example. sampled plastics
and plastics additive innovatiorls . espectively and
ha\e found all of these to have been developed by
pr:)duct manufacturers
rather than product users.
I suspect that further research would show this
lc.~ explicable in terms elf the ability of users and
n.anufacturers
to appropriate
benefit
from
c utput-embodied
innovation knowledge in these
categories of innovations. A particular plastic or
:idditive is typically not essential to users since
other materials exist which can do the job at a
(usually minor) cost premium. To the manufacturer, however, a plastics and additive innovation
which prolvides such a slight cost advantage may
mean that major users of other materials (steel,
nlurninum. other plastics, etc.) replace these with
the innovative material and quickly become major
customers.. thus allowing the innovator to capture
significant benefit from output-embodied
innovat ion know ledge.
In sum, I propose that the appropriability
of
benefit from output-embodied
innovation knowledge is a variable which can usefully be incorporated in a model of the locus of innovation. 1 also
propose that in some categories of innovation, not
yet clearly delineated, the role of this variable in
determining the locus of innovation
is a strong
one.
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